
Polishing Beryl 
 

 

There are several polishing solutions for Beryl using my products. After forming facets with 600-1200 sintered, 

you can: 

1- Pre-polish with DLite1200, and finish with A1-Linde A lap 

2- Pre-polish with DLite1200, then finish with DLite50k, which takes longer to finish than step (1 or 3) without 

a second pre-polish 

3- Pre-polish with DLite1200, then finish with LLCeox 

Beryl is pretty easy to polish without any further steps in between the initial pre-polish and final polish. 

Solutions (1 or 3) are actually more aggressive than (2 or 4). So once the meets have been set for that tier, polish 

them before moving on to the next tier, leaving sufficient room to "Polish-Cut-in" the next set or tier of facets. It 

is not necessary to "shallow-cut" your facets in an effort to bring them in to the previous tier meets! Solutions (1 

or 3) are very capable of a controlled burnishing of the facets until they finish with full shine; and no residues 

are left behind that water won't wash off! 

There is no reason to adjust the angle of approach to (42 then 41 deg) in order to bring in the facet for final 

polish using either (1 or 3). These laps will do the work of cutting and polishing that diamond cannot do at those 

micron levels, and without the harshness usually associated with most competition.  

Solutions (2 or 4) will produce the same final polishing, but slower, because the micron size of the mineral I use 

is 0.125 microns & 0.05 microns respectively, and therefore not as fast as (1 or 3). Therefore, patience is needed 

to finish the facet properly using (2 or 4).  

Regardless of the final polishing solution you choose, to spend less time on the final polishing lap, I recommend 

a second, pre-polish lap be added to the regimen. Such as either the DLite3k, 8k, or 14k, before using the final 

finishing solutions, (2 or 4). A solid pre-polishing methodology is paramount to success on the final step! Beryl 

is a very congenial material to work with. And has no quirkiness that will give one heartache like quartz can do 

because of its inherent matrix of growth patterns. Beryl seems to be less apt to slough-off, or fragment at the 

point when meets are met. And here's the key: My products do tend to be more genteel to precious materials. 

They don't bully their way! Instead, they finesse the surfaces, but without the destructiveness often seen with 

other polishing systems.  

 


